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4. The game for points is	the	primary	game	of	those	who	decide	to	deal	with	the	field	
of	architecture.	The	publishing	cycle	is	now	shorter	than	in	the	period	of	PrL	but	sufficient	
funds	need	to	be	collected	before	an	article	can	be	published.	receiving	grants	depends	









when	 articles	 are	 published	 in	 any	 language	 other	 than	 Polish,	 e.g.	 in	english,	 French,	
russian,	german,	or	italian.	This	is	the	way	in	which	degrees	and	academic	titles	can	be	
obtained.	


























in	 the	year	1938	has	not	 taken	 root	among	architects.	novelty	at	all	cost	has	become	 the	
principal	value.	
















the	Tree	of	the	Cross	(as	it	is	said	in	an	old	song	-	Faithful Cross, above all other, one and only 
noble Tree! There is none of such a tree. One, upon which our God was nailed. Sweet is the 
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